Introduction
============

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most common cause of cancer-related death in the US [@B1]. One out of four patients presenting with conventionally staged node negative disease (AJCC Stage I and II), and over 50% of patients with Stage III disease will develop local recurrence and/ or metastases[@B2],[@B3]. Once metastases become clinically evident, prognosis is extremely poor and survival is often measured in months. Moreover, in spite of the fact that modern systemic therapies for CRC have resulted in improved overall survival (OS), failure rate in the adjuvant setting is 30% for high-risk Stage II and Stage III patients, and overall response rate is only 60% for patients with Stage IV CRC [@B4],[@B5],[@B6]. A significant advance in the care of these patients could be realized by biomarkers that can accurately identify patients at-risk for disease recurrence and dissemination, along with those that fail to respond to systemic therapy. These patients might benefit from early aggressive treatment, alternative treatment strategies, and/or frequent surveillance for and early detection of disease recurrence.

Until more effective therapies can be developed, one strategy for improving outcomes while reducing the socio-economic burden of CRC is to develop novel strategies for CRC screening that will result in higher rates of early CRC detection. Another strategy to improve outcomes in this patient-centered, quality-driven, and value-based purchasing era in oncology is to identify those patients who would most benefit from adjuvant treatments and intensive post-treatment surveillance protocols. There is an acute need for highly sensitive and specific biomarkers capable of identifying patients with early CRC that are highly likely to recur and/ or metastasize, and patients who are likely to progress despite adjuvant therapy. Such risk stratification would: \[1\] spare low risk patients likely cured by surgery alone the toxicity of systemic therapy; \[2\] identify and treat at-risk patients with early stage CRC; and, \[3\] limit treatments to patients with clinically latent or stable residual disease, thereby reserving additional therapy for treatment-responsive disease progression [@B7]. The aim of this document is to address current CRC evidence based screening modalities and patient stratification, summarize the current state of biomarkers and discuss the novel concept of putative CRCSC\'s as prognostic biomarkers.

Current State of Screening Methods
==================================

The sequence of progression from adenoma to invasive carcinoma in CRC, along with the accessibility of the lower gastrointestinal tract to endoscopic imaging has led to the development of screening protocols based around direct imaging of colonic mucosa[@B8]. Currently, the United States Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) recommends CRC screening that involves a combination of stool-based laboratory studies and direct visualization of colonic mucosa [@B9]. The gold standard for CRC screening is currently colonoscopy, beginning at the age of 50 in those without family history of CRC. In a case controlled comparison of patients undergoing colonoscopy screening with historical patients who did not undergo screening, the use of colonoscopy reduced mortality risk, with an odds ratio of 0.41 [@B10]. An alternative screening modality is sigmoidoscopy every 5 years combined with high-sensitivity fecal occult blood testing (FOBT) every three years. The introduction of immunochemical-FOBT has increased the sensitivity of stool-based screening in detecting advanced adenomas and early CRC [@B11]. Lastly, annual FOBT is an option endorsed by the USPSTF.

Given the invasive nature of direct colonic visualization, indirect methods of evaluating the colonic mucosa have been developed. Double-contrast barium enema (DCBE) involves radiographic imaging of the colon following the instillation of barium followed by distension of the colon with air. This modality is associated with unacceptably high false negative rates, especially for polyps less than 1cm in size, to be recommended as a valid screening evaluation[@B12]. Computed tomography colonoscopy involves thin-slice reconstruction of the colon for radiographic evaluation of the mucosa. While this evaluation may be more desirable to patients, a large meta-analysis showed that either of these studies were less sensitive for small polyps than colonoscopy [@B13],[@B14]. Capsule endoscopy has been evaluated as another possible indirect method of visualizing the colonic mucosa, but it also lacks adequate sensitivity to be used as a screening test [@B15].

The isolation of stool DNA, derived from sloughed mucosal and CRC cells, and the subsequent identification of CRC-associated genetic mutations in stool samples has been described [@B16]. DNA amplification techniques have improved the nucleic acid yield in stool samples [@B17], opening the possibility of screening for specific genetic mutations associated with CRC. A commercial test has been developed, which detects k-ras, APC, and p53 gene mutations, along with long DNA and the microsatellite instability marker BAT-26. A blinded comparison of the findings of this DNA based test showed a sensitivity for advanced adenomas and invasive carcinoma of only 51% [@B18].

Current problems with screening tests for CRC include the lack adequate sensitivity, low cost-effectiveness, general invasiveness, and poor compliance. The current gold standard of colonoscopy demonstrates significant variability between providers in adenoma detection during colonoscopy [@B19]. The rate of CRC screening using current guidelines is quite low, with only 5% to 60% of insured patients achieving adequate screening ^20\ 21^, with even lower rates in uninsured and minority patient populations[@B22]. This has led to the development of serum-based tests that would be significantly less invasive and more universally available with the hope of increasing compliance.

The most often studied serum tumor marker is carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), which has been widely used in the surveillance of patients following primary surgical resection of CRC [@B23]. Carbohydrate antigen 19-9 (CA19-9) is another heavily studied serum marker of CRC as well as pancreatic carcinoma, and may have prognostic value in patients with diagnosed CRC [@B24]. When considering plasma CEA levels in patients with in situ carcinoma excised at colonoscopy (T0 polyps), the sensitivity is even lower [@B25]. Along with CEA and CA19-9, over 50 different serum markers have been evaluated as screening modalities for CRC, but a large meta-analysis has shown that all of these have low sensitivities when evaluated alone [@B26]. One such investigation of circulating DNA markers for K-ras mutations found only 22 of 62 patients with adenomas and 5 of 8 patients with carcinoma had detectable K-ras mutations in the serum[@B27].

These initial evaluations of serum markers for CRC screening demonstrate low sensitivity and specificity, especially when considering early adenomas. Current experimental CRC screening tests also have unacceptably low sensitivity and specificity profiles, and are less efficacious for adenomas than for advanced carcinomas, making them ineffective for cancer screening. Additionally as highlighted above, even the best current screening methods are flawed in both delivery and compliance, illustrating the need for novel screening approaches.

Biomarkers for Screening and Follow-up for Cancer: Positives and Pitfalls
=========================================================================

The National Institute of Health (NIH) defines a biological marker (biomarker) as a biological molecule found in blood, other body fluids, or tissues that is a sign of a normal or abnormal process, or of a condition or disease [@B28]. In addition to screening for disease, a biomarker may be used to evaluate how well the body responds to a treatment and can also be called a molecular marker or signature molecule[@B28]. A biomarker can exist as related to DNA, RNA, micro-RNA, epigenetic changes, protein and even antibody expression. Biomarker discovery is increasing with the modern throughput of medical research in genomic and proteonomics. New biomarkers are building upon growing information at the same time that research tools are becoming cheaper and more efficient. Currently, biomarkers are routinely used to help guide treatment decisions in lung cancer[@B28], breast cancer[@B29], and colon cancer[@B30] with simple testing of existing tumor samples.

Though many biomarkers are interesting in their cell function as related to malignancy, biomarkers such as telomerase, transforming growth factors (TGFα and TGFβ) , epidermal growth factors (erbB2 and erbB3) and mucin (MUC1 and MUC2) have not shown clinical utility[@B31]. Prostate specific antigen (PSA), carcinoembrionic antigen (CEA) and cancer antibody maker 125 (CA-125) have proven observational associations with malignancy but lack specificity. Moreover, a reduction in mortality has not been shown using these biomarkers[@B32]. Fecal occult blood test (FOBT) is the only known protein biomarker shown to decrease cause-specific mortality in cancer screening[@B33].

Biomarkers have the potential to change treatment and diagnostic algorithms across a broad spectrum of patients. Risk stratification for screening might be augmented by finding biochemical signatures that recognize either a predisposition to disease alone or as a complement to existing tests. For example, particular HLA alleles in conjunction with certain human papillomaviruses can increase the risk of cervical cancer and could change the screening algorithm[@B34]. Tissue biomarkers are at the forefront of discovery and investigations are ongoing regarding their prognostic value and the ability to accurately guide therapy.

Prognostic Colorectal Cancer Biomarkers
=======================================

Extensive CRC research over the last decade has suggested promising biomarkers[@B35]. Although many biomarkers have been described, only a select few have provided prognostic data. This list includes markers such as epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), BRAF, tumor MSI-H expression (defects in DNA mismatch repair, MSI phenotype), 18q AI expression, p53 expression and KRAS mutation. Decisions regarding the modality and combination of treatments for CRC patients are made based on a variety of clinical factors in an effort to deliver patient-specific care proven to be efficacious without untoward adverse effects. This set of clinical factors has been revised and expanded as radiographic and laboratory techniques have improved. The physician today must decide eligibility for specific treatment based on an evolving set of diagnostic tests based on molecular profile of the patient\'s tumor. This profile is based on a number of mutations common to many patients which, when correlated with survival data, provide meaningful criteria for treatment decision making.

Therapy targeting the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) has been studied extensively for patients with metastatic CRC[@B36],[@B37]. In the largest experience, the addition of cetuximab to standard cytotoxic chemotherapy conferred a progression-free survival benefit but no benefit in overall survival. On further analysis, this benefit was only found in the Kirsten-RAS (KRAS) wild-type patients. This is because a mutation in the KRAS gene leads to constitutive activation of the EGFR signaling pathway, thereby abrogating any effects of upstream EGFR blockade. This finding has led to the selection of patients for EGFR blockade therapy based on KRAS status, with cetuximab only offered to those patients with no KRAS mutation in the primary tumor[@B37]-[@B39].

In a similar fashion, a small percentage of primary CRC contains a mutation in the BRAF gene. The BRAF(V600E) mutation in CRC confers poor survival with standard chemotherapy regimens[@B37],[@B38]. Vemurafenib, a small molecule inhibitor of the mutant protein, was recently approved for use in patients with metastatic melanoma harboring the BRAF(V600E) mutation. Interestingly, CRC patients do not enjoy response rates similar to patients with BRAF(V600E) melanoma when given vemurafenib. The reason for this therapeutic failure was recently shown to be caused by compensatory increased signaling upstream at the level of the EGFR. By adding cetuximab for EGFR inhibition to a standard regimen of vemurafenib, a significant antitumor response was shown in vitro and in vivo[@B40]. While there are no reported results of this combination therapy in adult patients, the laboratory results are promising and may offer another option for late stage CRC patients with wild-type KRAS and the BRAF(V600E) mutation.

While CRC may develop through a sequence of acquired mutations, another theory of carcinogenesis implies that microsatellite instability (MSI) may play a role.[@B41] When mutations occur in mismatch repair (MMR) genes such as MSH2, MSH6 and MLH1 the tumor is referred to as mismatch repair deficient (dMMR). With the ability to repair single nucleotide polymorphisms lost, instability develops in microsatellites---sites in the genome normally comprised of dinucleotide repeats.[@B41] Individual tumors can be assayed for the level of MSI and are described as MSI-High, MSI-Low, and microsatellite stable (MSS).[@B42] MSI-H phenotype has been associated with improved clinical outcome (disease-free and overall survival) [@B43],[@B44]. In addition, some published data supports the recommendation not to administer chemotherapy to Stage II patients with a MSI-H primary colon cancer [@B45]. The overall predictive value of MSI-H phenotype is currently being tested in the Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group Trial 5202 (E5202) adjuvant CRC trial [@B35]. This trial is specifically intended to identify patients with AJCC Stage II CRC most likely to respond to adjuvant systemic therapy.

Other mutations can yield prognostic information. Tumor expression of 18q AI has been associated with decreased survival and is currently being studied in the E5202 trial[@B35]. A mutation in the tumor suppressor gene p53 has been associated with poor prognosis, including decreased disease free survival (DFS), recurrence free survival (RFS) and overall survival (OS)[@B35].

These validated criteria are changing the way patients are treated and also how the response to treatment is judged. Using modern molecular biology methods, findings from the laboratory are being translated to the clinic in an effort to focus therapy on patients who are most likely to benefit. As therapies become more sophisticated, the methods of patient selection must follow. In order to derive the most efficacious results from therapies with not insignificant side effects, these methods must be employed and others must be developed.

Putative Colorectal Cancer Stem Cell-Associated Biomarkers
==========================================================

The methods of patient stratification based on tumor mutation status have resulted in significant advances for patients with CRC; however, in order to expand upon these advances new criteria must be developed to further stratify patients. The precise cell of origin of CRC remains unknown. Recently, compelling evidence has emerged in support of the cancer stem cell (CSC) hypothesis in several solid organ epithelial malignancies including CRC[@B46],[@B47],[@B48]-[@B51]. The theory of the cancer stem cell was originally proposed by Cohnheim in 1875 [@B52].This theory encompassed four principles: 1. A number of external or internal insults, such as radiation, injury, or carcinogens, may result in genetic damages in the stem cells; 2. Each damaged stem cell gives rise to a morphologically distinct type of tumor; 3. All the cells within a given tumor share the same profile at different stages of progression; 4. Different tumors from different stem cells have different genetic and biochemical profiles [@B52]. Following this, the theory of clonal evolution was introduced by Nowell in 1976 stating, 1. A number of external or internal stem cell insults, such as radiation, injury,or carcinogens, may result in genetic damages in stem cells; 2. A genetically damaged stem cell gives rise to a morphological distinct type of tumor; 3. New cell clones constantly emerge from the same tumor; 4. Only the more aggressive ones with growth advantages progress, and from which, new clones emerge [@B53]. Currently, both of which have been supported by several lines of evidence [@B54].

The CSC hypothesis posits that CSC\'s are responsible for tumor initiation, metastases and resistance to treatment leading to disease relapse following surgery and/or chemoradiotherapy[@B55]. The traditional, stochastic model of tumorigenesis suggests that all cells within a tumor are capable of tumor initiation and propagation[@B56]. The CSC hypothesis proposes a hierarchical model, in which only a small fraction of cells (CSC) are capable of tumor propagation[@B56]. The CSC hypothesis therefore raises questions regarding current diagnostic and therapeutic modalities, suggesting that the CSC is a rational target for the development of more efficacious screening, early detection, prevention, treatment and surveillance modalities and interventions[@B56],[@B57]. Based on the tenets of the CSC hypothesis, identification, proper selection, characterization, testing, biological implications and validation of CRC derived CSC (CRCSC) are imperative for improving early detection, screening, risk stratification prognostication and individualized prediction of treatment response.

Properties that define potential CSC\'s are: \[1\] self-renewal; \[2\] the capacity for differentiation (allowing for recapitulation of all cell types of the original tumor); \[3\] tumor initiating capacity; and, \[4\] asymmetric cell division via non-random chromosomal co-segregation[@B49],[@B58]. Investigators have used these properties and various membrane and cytoplasmic markers to isolate putative CRCSC: CD133, CD24, CD29, CD44, CD166 (ALCAM), EpCAM, Lgr5, ALDH1A1 and ALDH1B1 (**Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**). These markers represent all reported CRCSC. Despite the potential of CRCSC\'s to be utilized as clinically relevant biomarkers, little is known about the prognostic value of non-CD133 CRCSC markers[@B59]. Notwithstanding, the CSC hypothesis may herald a paradigm shift in screening and early detection in CRC once the precise role of CRCSC markers is further established. Therefore, we hypothesize that CRCSC markers can be used as biomarkers to predict disease progression, and identify patients at risk for recurrence.

Two fundamental issues regarding colorectal carcinogenesis remain unanswered. First, the level of differentiation in the initiating neoplastic cell has not been well described i.e. colonic stem cell vs. differentiated mature colonic mucosal epithelial cell. Second, since tumors are well known to be composed of a heterogeneous group of cells, the specific identity of tumor cells that lead to lymph-node involvement, and metastatic disease is not well characterized.[@B56] Recently, attempts to address both of these issues pragmatically, which are critical to our understanding of tumor biology, have resulted in the description of cancer stem cells. While the stochastic model of tumorigenesis holds that every cell within the tumor population is capable of tumor initiation and propagation, the cancer stem cell model proposes that only a small fraction of cells possess the ability to initiate cancer growth and promote metastatic dissemination[@B56]. We posit that only stem cells possess the potential for unlimited proliferation, multi-lineage differentiation, and colonization at new sites, and thus, represent the most likely precursor for invasive and metastatic CRC. Therefore, these cells require much further attention and introspection.

There are various methods of CSC identification *in vitro;*however, there is currently no consensus on a universally acceptable method[@B48]-[@B51],[@B56],[@B59]. For technical reasons, the most commonly utilized method of identification involves separating cells based on proteins thought to be associated with the cancer stem cell phenotype[@B60]. Detection of sub-populations of cells such as CRCSC in regional nodes negative for tumor cells by conventional histopathology, or as circulating cells in the blood or bone marrow, is likely to increase accuracy of both cancer staging and prognosis. While some studies have linked CSC markers to prognosis, there remains no definitive association between putative CSC markers and disease behavior, disease progression, or survival. An association between putative CRCSC markers and survival could not only improve cancer screening and early detection, but also help define optimal post-treatment follow up. Equally as important, CRCSC markers could potentially tailor more efficacious treatment modalities to those patients who stand to benefit most, such as at-risk node-negative (early stage) CRC patients who are prone to recur.

Molecular biomarkers provide potential benefits because they enable identification of specific cell types and cell populations that are associated with disease behavior and clinical outcomes [@B60]. Methods of cancer stem cell identification are based on markers specific for normal progenitor or stem cells in the same organ[@B61]. The adult stem cells of the colon are of particular interest because they sustain the perpetual self-renewal of healthy colonic epithelium and are therefore able to acquire the number of mutations required for carcinogenesis[@B60]. Although initial reports identified CD133 as a reliable CSC marker in CRC, subsequent studies have shown that CD133 expression is not restricted to rare cell subsets and it is detectable in a large majority of tumor cells, irrespective of their tumorigenicity[@B59]. Lugli et al also stated that neither over-expression nor loss of CD133 was significantly associated with tumor progression or survival[@B59]. In fact, several manufactures have stopped producing antibodies for CD133. Alternatively, CD29, C44, EpCAM, CD166, ALDH1A1 and ALDH1B1 were reported to identify another CSC pool[@B59],[@B62]. Presence of these proteins has been associated with characteristics of stemness both *in vitro* and *in vivo* [@B56]. Cells positive for these markers have been shown to generate tumors recapitulating the primary tumor with increased clonogenic ability and multi-lineage potential [@B56]. This subset of cells has also been associated with tumor stage, differentiation, invasiveness, metastasis formation, and prognosis[@B56]. However, there is a paucity of longitudinal data in order to more fully understand the related disease biology, as is presented in our study.

CD29
----

Uncertainty remains as to whether CSC markers exclusively delineate the stem cell population and whether they can predict disease behavior [@B4],[@B60]. In normal colon, CD29 has been observed in the lower parts of the crypts and therefore has been hypothesized to be a mucosal progenitor cell marker[@B63]. The combination of CD24 and CD29 has been suggested to identify the tumor initiating fraction in mouse colon carcinomas[@B63] and it is proposed that CD29 may promote cancer progression by inducing invasion, migration and metastasis through regulation of the tumor microenvironment [@B63],[@B64]. Zou et al also stated that the CD133+CD29+ cellular fraction up-regulated self-renewal, proliferation and differentiation, and therefore reported CD29 to be a new stem cell marker for colon cancer,[@B64] although its full biological function has yet to be elucidated. In addition, our lab has identified a possible association between CD29 expression and overall survival in CRC. Synonymous to the published data above, we found a statistical significance with worse overall survival to decreased CD29 expression (p = 0,052) when assessing thirty CRC patients [@B65]. Specifically, loss of CD29 exhibited a trend toward association with survival (p=0.098) after adjusting for the effect of stage and CD29 expression was higher in normal colonic tissue (p=0.014) [@B65]. Also, lymph node metastases were associated with a trend toward decreased CD29 expression [@B65]

CD44
----

CD44 has long been thought to be a marker of tumor invasiveness and metastasis, and more recently has been described as a potential CRCSC marker, although controversial [@B57],[@B59]. CD44 is a transmembrane glycoprotein that can act as a receptor for extracellular matrices such as hyaluronic acid; it is a downstream target of the Wnt/B-catenin pathway[@B57]. High expression of CD44 in malignant colonic epithelial cells has been associated with tumor virulence; knockdown of CD44 in primary colon cancer cell lines reduced clonogenicity *in vitro* and tumorigenicity *in vivo*[@B63]. Currently, it is not known whether CD44 is a specific marker for stem cells, as a large population of CD44-exressing cells within a tumor has many splice variants[@B57]. Early reports of the CD44 gene and its splice variants describe decreased overall survival in patients with increased expression levels of the gene or its related protein. More recent results, however, are inconsistent; some suggest either no role for CD44, others demonstrate a worse clinical outcome with loss of protein expression [@B66],[@B67],[@B68],[@B59]. Further, some have identified increased expression of CD44 in colon along the progression from normal colonic epithelium to adenoma to carcinoma[@B68],[@B59]. We did not find CD44 to be prognostic with relation to survival, grade of tumor, lymph node metastases or changes in normal to primary or primary to metastatic tissue [@B65].

EpCAM
-----

Epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM) is a transmembrane glycoprotein mediating epithelium-specific intercellular adhesion. It is also a molecule involved in cell signaling, migration, proliferation and differentiation[@B69]. As EpCAM is expressed wholly in epithelium-derived cancers, it has been reported as a diagnostic marker[@B69]. Enhanced EpCAM expression has been linked to advanced cancer stage and worse overall survival[@B69], specifically for breast cancer and gallbladder cancer[@B70],[@B71]. EpCAM expression has also been linked to higher primary tumor grade and inferior local and distant recurrence free survival in rectal cancer[@B72]. Lugli et al. also noted EpCAM to be a prognostic marker; however, they found a decreased expression of EpCAM to be prognostic. In addition, decreased EpCAM expression was found to be significantly associated with infiltrating tumor margin, tumor invasion, and presence of lymph node metastasis[@B59]. Similarly, we found that decreased EpCAM expression is associated with increasing lymph node stage (p = 0.06) (N0 vs. N1 vs. N2) [@B65].

CD166
-----

CD166 expression can be used to further select CSC\'s within the EpCAM(+)CD44(+) population [@B57]. There appears to be heterogeneous expression of CD166 in CRC and the expression level is associated with poor clinical outcomes. It has been hypothesized that this effect is possibly mediated by CD166 regulation of cell-to-cell interactions[@B63]. In immunodeficient mice, CD44+CD166+ colon cancer cells display high tumor initiating potential[@B63]. Patel et al. found a significant increase in CD166 expression in adenomatous glands and an age-dependent increase in CD44 and CD166 expression. This was also associated with the number of colon polyps[@B59],[@B73]. Weichert et al. described increased expression of CD166 in tumor tissue, and, in a group of 111 CRC cases, CD166 expression correlated with shortened overall survival[@B59],[@B74]. These findings suggest a role for both CD44 and CD166 in the colon adenoma to carcinoma sequence. It is possible that because of the small number of patients analyzed in this study an association between CD44, CD166 and outcomes could not be elucidated. We did not find CD166 to be prognostic with relation to survival, grade of tumor, lymph node metastases or changes in normal to primary or primary to metastatic tissue [@B65].

CD24
----

CD24 has also been implicated in CRCSC\'s. Choi et al examined 523 colorectal adenocarcinomas of various stages and found significant correlation between CD24 expression and degree of differentiation [@B55],[@B75]. Other studies have shown that the degree of colorectal tumor CD24 expression is associated with lymph node metastasis and shortened patient survival [@B55],[@B76],[@B77]. We chose not to use CD24 in our study. Although there may be a relationship between CD24 and oncologic outcome, the evidence for CD24 as CRCSC marker is less convincing.

ALDH1
-----

ALDH1 has been reported as a cancer stem cell marker in pancreatic, breast, prostate, and lung cancer, multiple myeloma and leukemia. More recently ALDH1 was identified as a CRCSC marker[@B57]. ALDH1 functions by catalyzing the irreversible oxidation of a range of aliphatic and aromatic aldehydes to their corresponding carboxylic acids[@B61]. High ALDH1 activity is detected in stem and progenitor cells of various lineages. Enhanced ALDH1 expression was found in areas where epithelial progenitor cells localize within normal breast, colon and stomach[@B61]. Various groups have reported that high ALDH1 expression is associated with reduced survival times in breast, lung, pancreas, bladder and prostate cancer patients [@B61]. Deng et al. found that ovarian cancer patients with high ALDH1 had shorter disease free and overall survival compared to those with low ALDH1 (p = 0.0036 and p = 0.0023, respectively)[@B61]. Lugli et al. also noted that increased ALDH1 expression is associated with higher tumor grade [@B59]. We similarly found an association between ALDH expression and disease behavior [@B65]. Greater expression of ALDH1A1 was associated with increasing stage (p=0.042 over stages 2, 3b, 3c, and 4) [@B65]. Compared to normal colon tissue, primary tumors were associated with increased expression of ALDH1B1 (p=0.008) [@B65]. ALD1H1B1 expression level differed according to whether the tumor was moderately or poorly differentiated, well differentiated, or mucinous; the highest expression levels were associated with moderately or poorly differentiated tumors (p=0.011) [@B65]. Compared to normal colon tissue metastatic colon cancers from different patients were associated with increased ALDH1B1 expression (p=0.001) [@B65].

LGR5
----

Investigators studying the origin of normal colon progenitor cells found exclusive expression of leucine-rich-repeat-containing G-protein-coupled receptor 5 (Lgr5) in the crypt cells of the colon. The Lgr5 gene is a downstream target of the Wnt pathway and cells expressing this receptor were able to recapitulate all epithelial lineages in just 60 days.[@B78] Subsequently it was shown that Lgr5 expression may be required for maintenance of stem cell niche since loss of expression leads to invasion and upregulation of genes associated with epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT).[@B79] In a recent publication, Merlos-Suarez et al stated that, patients bearing primary CRCs with high average expression of intestinal stem cell genes including Lgr5, had a relative risk of relapse 10-fold higher than those with low levels (p \< 0.0001) [@B80] . Finally, a Japanese report indicated that high Lgr5 expression is correlated with a decreased disease free survival and a higher rate of hepatic and lymph node metastasis[@B81]. Based on these findings, the expression of Lgr5 should be prospectively studied and correlated with response to treatment in an effort to further define therapeutic options.

Conclusion
==========

The CSC hypothesis appears to have a promising role in CRC tumor biology, despite the remaining unanswered questions related to this novel premise. By focusing on the identification and treatment of tumor progenitor cells, we may ultimately be able to improve screening, early detection, treatment, and prognostication[@B55]. Further identification of novel cell surface or cytoplasmic markers associated with CRCSC, and validation of known CRCSC could be useful in identifying tumors with poor prognosis. This approach could further enhance our ability to assess response to therapy and optimize treatment selection and intensity of post-treatment surveillance and follow-up. In order to translate these findings into clinical practice, prospective comprehensive analysis of a panel of CRCSC expression in large groups of patients is imperative[@B59]. Moreover, there remains a paucity of data evaluating the prognostic significance of the co-expression of multiple CRCSC within the same tumor, nodal and distant metastases within the same patients [@B14],[@B59]. Overall, the CSC hypothesis may herald a paradigm shift in oncologic diagnosis and treatment following further prospective evaluation.
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###### 

Summary of putative CRC Stem Cell Markers.

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Marker        Gene        Function
  ------------- ----------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **CD133**     *PROML1*    \* Transmembrane glycoprotein\
                            \* Associated with primitive cells\
                            \* Initially found that CD133 positive colon tumor cells were 200-fold enriched for CSCs compared to unsorted tumor cells and that colon tumors contained a higher percentage of CD133 positive cells than normal tissue; now controversial

  **CD24**      *CD24*      \* Cell adhesion molecule\
                            \* A ligand of p-selectin on tumor cells that is associated with in vitro invasiveness\
                            \* Strong expression is a poor prognostic factor in CRC

  **CD29**      *ITGB1*     \* Integrin that mediates cell-ECM adhesion and is involved in homing to sites of inflammation\
                            \* Involved in cell growth, differentiation, migration and death

  **CD44**      *CD44*      \* Cell surface glycoprotein involved in cell adhesion and migration\
                            \* Associated with malignant progression (adenoma to carcinoma): involved in cell migration through the ECM\
                            \* Enhanced expression in breast cancer epithelial cells facilitated tumor cell migration

  **CD166**     *ALCAM*     \* Involved in neuronal extension, embryonic hemopoiesis, embryonic angiogenesis\
                            \* Cell adhesion molecule\
                            \* Associated with adenoma to carcinoma development

  **EpCAM**     *EPCAM*     \* Cell adhesion molecule\
                            \* Linked to Cadherin-Cathenin pathway and Wnt pathway\
                            \* Expression data linked to poorer survival times in several tumor types including breast cancer\
                            \* Loss of expression associated with aggressive rectal cancer

  **ALDH1A1**   *ALDH1A1*   \* Detoxifying enzyme responsible for the oxidation of intracellular aldehydes\
                            \* Early differentiation of stem cells\
                            \* Involved in resistance to chemotherapy (alkylating agents)\
                            \* Malignant prostate stem cells and predictor of prostate cancer patient outcome

  **ALDH1B1**   *ALDH1B1*   \* Detoxifying enzyme responsible for the oxidation of intracellular aldehydes\
                            \* Early differentiation of stem cells\
                            \* Higher expression in CRC

  **Lgr5**      *LGR5*      \* Associated with intestinal stem cells\
                            \* Downstream target of Wnt pathway
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Abbreviations: CD, cluster of differentiation; ALDH, aldehyde dehydrogenase-1; ECM, extra cellular matrix; CRC, colorectal cancer; Lgr, leucine-rich-repeat-containing G-protein.
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